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“

As bars, the office and museums are slowly
reopening across the world, it would be easy to go
back to business as usual – to forget what society
has learnt, to abandon the minority now that the
majority are catered for. Major theatres have already
stopped their online showings. Employees working
from home are starting to feel insecure about losing
their jobs. But if we all have to go through this
crisis, society may as well make some gains along
the way. The new normal could be more accessible
than the old.”
Frances Ryan, 14 August 2020 1
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Introduction
In 2018 we ran an audit of the online access information provided by 1700
accredited UK museums, with the intention of repeating the survey two years
later. In January 2020, we decided to shift our focus and instead seek the
opinions of those people who use access services, facilities and events at UK
museums, and their personal assistants and companions.
About two weeks before the survey was due to go live online, the UK
went into lockdown because of the coronavirus pandemic, and museums
and heritage sites around the country closed to the public. Aware that the
pandemic would have significant impact on visitors’ experiences and patterns
of visiting as they re-open, we decided to go ahead with the survey as it was.
Because it asked people to reflect on visits to venues that they had made in
the previous 12 months, we felt that it would provide a useful and important
benchmark in the future.
The findings and comments recorded are more important than ever as we
discover what re-opening and a ‘new normal’ brings, and how venues manage
with even tighter budgets, fewer staff and potential long-term changes.
There is a significant risk that disabled visitors will be more excluded and
offered fewer access services, facilities and events.2 However, the sector does
have an opportunity to re-build itself in a more inclusive and visitor-focused
way. Nearly all respondents stated that they would like to visit museums and
heritage sites more regularly, and the top three things selected as enablers
for this were: more access information (online and available via phone or

email enquiry), more accessible events (audio-described, captioned, signed,
relaxed or autism-friendly) and better staff awareness, through training and
CPD opportunities.
Communication and awareness can be achieved despite the huge difficulties
that museums and heritage venues face. The UK is known as being one of
the best places in the world for access to arts and cultural heritage. Despite
the huge difficulties that museums and heritage venues face, there are
opportunities to share collections in new ways, and include visitors
far beyond the museum walls. As we recover and reopen, let’s not leave
anyone behind.
Matthew Cock, Chief Executive, VocalEyes
Claire Madge, Founder, Autism in Museums
Melanie Sharpe, Chief Executive, Stagetext
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Access visit planning
What access facilities or support would improve
respondents’ visits or make them possible

Respondents were free to select multiple options. On average, each
respondent selected 5 access services or facilities. Other facilities also
mentioned in comments included: seating, mobility scooter loan, spaces
for groups to meet and lipspeakers.
Museum and Heritage Access Survey 2020
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• 70% of respondents checked online for access information beforehand

as part of planning to visit a particular museum or heritage site for the
first time.

• 14% contacted the venue directly (email or phone).
• Only 4% went without checking access information.

Additional information
The high proportion of people using the venue’s website, or making direct contact for
access planning before visiting (84%) demonstrates the importance of having good
online access information. State of Museum Access 2018 (VocalEyes.co.uk/state-ofmuseum-access-2018) found that:
y Around one in five (19%) accredited museums failed to provide any access
information online.
y Access contact details were provided by around two in five (39%) museums.
It is important to remember that different people have different communication
needs and preferences: and that museums should always provide both phone and
email contact for access enquiries. For example, a D/deaf or hard of hearing person
will prefer to use email, while a blind or visually impaired person might prefer to use
the telephone.
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What respondents do if access information is not readily
available on the venue’s website or through direct contact

If the museum or heritage site didn’t provide the information themselves,
potential visitors looked elsewhere for information, or avoided going.
Only one in five took the chance and went anyway.

Resource
State of Museum Access 2018 (VocalEyes.co.uk/state-of-museum-access-2018) will help
you create, review and update your website access information:
Section 2 presents the types of access information, with advice on a range of formats,
while remaining accessible to website users.
Section 3 covers the use of welcoming and inclusive language and tone; offering a range
of means of contact, and providing information about ticket concessions, staff disability
awareness and detailed information about how to get to the museum.
Section 4 covers typical information, resources, facilities and accessible events that a
museum can offer for visitors.
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How good is museums and heritage sites’ website
access information?
• 38% of respondents always or often found the access information
they needed on museums and/or heritage sites websites.

• 50% of respondents sometimes found it.
• 6% of respondents rarely or never found it.
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Comments
“Access information is sometimes there but often unhelpful.
i.e. ‘this site is not accessible’. V unhelpful.”
“Most museums post access info online, but it is frequently
vague, generic and often patronising.”
“Information is very variable. Sensory information tends to be
hard to come by. National Museum of Computing was a rare
example of really useful sensory information on the website
as well as really helpful email responses including links to
YouTube clips to judge noise and flashing levels for myself.
Generally, most places access statements tend to mention
ramps, lifts and toilets etc., but Autism/Sensory are rarely
mentioned.”
“Most places don’t have visual maps. Especially for how to get
to the museum from local transport.”
“I hardly ever see ‘inclusive’ or ‘suitable for children with
additional needs’ listed on activities on website or marketing
material.”

How knowledgeable are staff about access?
Of respondents who had made telephone or email enquiries to a museum or
heritage site:

• 57% always or often found staff knowledgeable about access facilities and
resources at their venue.

• 32% sometimes found staff knowledgeable.
• 11% rarely or never found staff knowledgeable.

Important
It is very important that staff responding to access enquiries are trained and
knowledgeable about the existence and whereabouts of all access facilities and resources,
and respond to enquiries promptly.
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Comments
“I have never had particularly useful information from
enquiring in this way, so I stopped contacting directly to ask
a few years ago.”
“It depended if you were able to speak with someone who was
responsible for access arrangements.”
“… staff are mainly hearing and have little knowledge of deaf
cultural issues or deaf access issues. Staff learn through
their jobs but wheel re-invented when staff members leave
employment.”
“Tend to fall into two categories: 1) Really helpful and one email
conversation gives you all the information you need or 2) Many
emails are required and you may/may not get the information
you need. In some cases there is no reply at all”.

Does lack of information lead to change in plans?
In the past year, 52% of respondents have changed their plans about visiting
because the specific access facilities or support that they require has not
been mentioned in pre-visit information. Of these:

• 48% of respondents had rarely or never changed their plans.
• 40% had sometimes changed their plans.
• 12% had always or often changed their plans.

Important
A change of plans means that an individual, and possibly their family and friends will
not visit, and they will not be counted among the museum’s visitors. They will not spend
money in the café or shop, and will not tell others about their experience.
Through a lack of information about access, a significant number of people are excluded
from museums and heritage sites.
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Booking tickets
70% of respondents had tried to book tickets in advance for entry, exhibitions
or events at a museum or heritage site. Of these:

• 45% had rarely or never experienced a difficulty.
• 32% had sometimes experienced a difficulty.
• 23% had often or always experienced a difficulty.
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What aspect did they have difficulty with?*

*respondents could select multiple options
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• 40% said they had never or rarely been put off buying tickets because of
difficulty booking concessions and/or tickets for a companion, personal
assistant or carer.

• 34% said they had sometimes been put off buying tickets.
• 26% said they had very often or always been put off buying tickets.
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Comments
“Box office usually separate from access department or
access staff.”
“Lack of clarity about ticket pricing for something that should
have been free.”
“Sometimes the person from the museum has a negative
attitude towards enquiries and I feel as though I am being
an inconvenience to the organisation.”
“Bookings and recaptcha codes are not accessible for
neurodiverse people.”
“Staff involved with selling tickets not aware of access related
events or not aware of discounts for deaf and disabled people.
Discounted tickets often not displayed.”
“Made to feel second class.”
“Usually the information is there, and it’s possible to find out.
Might need to find it, but, in fairness, it’s usually there.”
“I have before paid full price for 2 tickets because I couldn’t face
having to try and talk to someone to get a companion ticket.”
“What’s the points you are just another number in the system.”

Resource
With social distancing in place as many venues re-open, online ticketing is becoming an
even more important element of the visitor experience. It’s vital that D/deaf and disabled
people are not ignored or excluded in the design of ticketing services.

Attitude is Everything
State of Access Report 2018
AttitudeIsEverything.org.uk/resources/publications/state-of-access-report-2018
Their fourth State of Access Report examines the barriers faced by Deaf and disabled
people when trying to book tickets for live music events, and sets out our vision for
ticketing without barriers.
The report includes the findings from their recent Access Booking Survey, and the
combined voice of hundreds of Deaf and disabled gig-goers, highlighting the barriers
they face when trying to book tickets and access for live music events.
Ticketing Without Barriers Coalition
AttitudeIsEverything.org.uk/resources/ticketing-without-barriers
Attitude is Everything have convened a far-reaching coalition of umbrella organisations,
ticketing companies, venues and event companies, who have pledged to work together
to remove barriers to ticketing. The coalition enables members to exchange ideas, issues
and solutions, and work towards a single, unified vision for what best practice means
when it comes to facilitating access booking for Deaf and disabled people. VocalEyes and
Stagetext are members of the Coalition.
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At the venue
46% of respondents have arrived to find that an access
facility that they required was not available. Of these:
• 25% said this happened rarely.
• 54% said this happened sometimes.
• 21% said this happened very often or always.
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46% of respondents have arrived to find that staff are
not aware of the existence of an access facility that they
required. Of these:
• 13% said this happened rarely.
• 59% said this happened sometimes.
• 28% said this happened very often or always.
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Comments
“[They] sometimes have to ask a colleague as they are not sure.”
“Once at [large heritage site] I was told there was no audio
description for the main exhibition until the tour was nearly
over.”
“This happened years ago but very rare nowadays.”
“They aren’t aware that their greeting people is an access
facility.”
“…Ticket office staff not aware of access events that day.”
“You get used to it.”
“It would probably be very often if we hadn’t made contact
beforehand. If we don’t get a response or the response is not
helpful, we don’t visit so we mostly avoid this issue but only
because we are proactive beforehand.”

Accessible events
• 40% always or often attended accessible events when visiting a venue.
• 23% sometimes attended.
• 37% rarely or never attended.
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Comments
“I applaud the arrangements made for some visitors with access
needs to visit sites, but this usually fits in with whatever grants
are available for sites. There are not really specific events for
people with limited disability, or if they are, it is impossible to
go because there are not enough blue badge spaces.”
“I live in a rural area of Lincolnshire. The local heritage,
museums and galleries are generally local authority owned.
Although they do a fantastic job, with limited resources, there
simply aren’t any accessible events held locally. There is a huge
inequality between what accessibility opportunities and events
are available to people who live in large urban conurbations
and those who live rurally or in provincial cities and towns.”
“If all day events or very expensive events I have second
thoughts unless I am familiar with the subject. Otherwise I try
to go due to the organisation trying their best to include me.
Also, distance can be a factor in deciding whether to use up a
day and/or pay fares to reach the destination.”
“Generally they are not available or if they are, they are before
normal opening times which is too early. When I was offered
an accessible event it was completely inappropriate for my age,
needs or interests despite the venue knowing my age and why I
wanted to visit.”
“Have written to many museums to ask for deaf access events,
but majority do not have the courtesy to reply or mention using
their ignorant hearing guides for us deaf audiences.”

How important are accessible events to respondents?
• Essential or very important for 73% of respondents.
• Of average importance for 17% of respondents.
• Of little or no importance for 10% of respondents.

Additional information
State of Museum Access 2018 (VocalEyes.co.uk/state-of-museum-access-2018)
revealed a huge gap in provision of access events, with very few museums promoting
them through their websites.
y Events for autistic people/Relaxed events: mentioned by 2% of museums
(39 in total)
y Audio-described tours: 5% (88)
y BSL interpreted talks: 3% (56)
y Captioned talks or tours: 1% (9)
y Dementia friendly events: 1% (9)
y Live BSL tours given by Deaf tour guides (none counted)
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Comments
“100%!! Why struggle when my kind of access is offered on a
plate for me to enjoy the experience!”
“We only visit outside of access events if we are away from
home (so it’s our only opportunity to visit) or if we have the
chance to go at a very quiet time.”
“I feel that the accessible events are when the museums really
fulfil their original purpose: they make learning easy, fun and
possible in a way it simply isn’t when places are crowded and
your child has autism. It’s much more than the absence of
crowds though; the activities most sites run hugely augment
the experience and focus the information stream stopping the
children becoming overwhelmed.”

After the visit
Of those who responded to the question, 61% had contacted a venue
after a visit:

• 33% to thank them for a good experience that related to access facilities
or support.

• 14% to thank them for a good experience without reference to access.
• 12% to make a complaint about access facilities or support.
• 2% to make a complaint, without reference to access.
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Comments
“I generally have found in the past that there is no point in
complaining because I just get a standardised reply or a verbal
reply where the member of staff thinks I am a whingeing old
bag making a fuss out of nothing!”
“I went to the National Museum Cardiff on a bank holiday, to
see if it were somewhere we could take the people we support.
I noticed there were many people visiting with a learning
disability, on a very busy day. They were welcomed, shown
around, were shown some really interesting activities and there
were also many volunteers who were helping. This made me
feel very comfortable that we could bring a group of people
with autism and our group would be understood and if needed,
we could find a quiet space.”
“British Museum recently held their first accessible Minecraft
event. They were great and deserved a thanks.”
“I must say that I have found giving feedback does not seem to
be very easy to do.”
“I am just too worn out to do that.”
“Rarely but some venues do try to contact me if they are
not able to provide the access advertised or required.
Unfortunately, in some cases the staff simply phone or leave
a message which I can’t hear or listen to due to my profound
deafness.”
“I wouldn’t say complaint, but a recommendation of what could
be better.”

Future visits
96% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement ‘I would
like to visit museums and heritage sites more regularly’.
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Comments
“I would be in them every week if I could.”
“…I must say that because of my age and mobility problems, this
is becoming more of a challenge.”
“I usually go to the same ones but I would love to visit other
ones.”
“What’s good about museums and heritage sites is that my dad
who is a wheelchair user and is severely disabled is able to
engage with exhibitions and heritage sites in the same way
that able bodied people are, and not be excluded or feel that
his disability is an obstacle. When sites aren’t fully accessible
it can magnify the feeling of a person’s disability and so it’s
important to make it clear beforehand the full extent of the
accessibility of a site, specifically terrains such as cobbles.”
“If not too expensive! We are getting spoilt for choice these days
and also there is the problem of co-ordinations between the
venues as my kind of access may be in many places at the same
time on given dates followed by days of no suitable access.”

What would enable respondents to visit more regularly?
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Comments
“More accessible travel planning, too. (Don’t assume we’re
all coming by car! Make sure the route from the bus stops is
accessible!)”
“Staff frequently not only lack knowledge, they can be
patronising, assume they know best and lack empathy.”
“More seating for people with walking or fatigue issues to have
a rest – the foldable stools to carry around are no use because
I am unable to carry them around! Careful consideration
to the availability of disabled toilets i.e location within the
site, frequency of them, not sharing with facilities for small
children and babies. Careful consideration too in cafes, where
bench seating, tables too close together, lack of space to ‘park’
our walkers and, particularly, self-service facilities are very
problematic.”
“Awareness of disabilities and staff to not make people prove
they have a disability if it’s not prominent and the disabled
person does not have a skeleton key for the [accessible] toilet.
Not all disabled people are able to apply for [Radar] keys.”
“Employ deaf or disabled people into the museum structure to
run access events etc.”

96% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement ‘I am
more likely to visit museums and heritage sites that I know
have good access facilities and resources’
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Comments
“It takes a lot of effort to go out and I do not want to go to sites
where I am disappointed or upset by the staff or facilities.”
“Accessibility is key: it’s the environment that helps people feel
disabled not the disability.”
“Tried and tested yes but I will go if captioning/subtitles are
offered and will try to advise the venues if I have any issues.”
“A positive experience means I am more likely to visit a venue
again.”

82% of respondents thought that access to museums and
heritage sites was much or slightly better in general over
the past 4 years.
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Comments
“The UK is one of the best places in the world for this – maybe
could be better, but could also be a whole lot worse.”
“Getting better but long way to go.”
“Some much better, some no change.”
“Explosion in British Sign Language Tours by Deaf guides but
overlooked by the media and general public and most
museums too!”
“Not all the museum have had the chance to renovate to meet
general standards.”
“Some places have been renovated and so their access is
better, there is no change unless they legally have to due to
a renovation.”
“There are increasing numbers of quiet access, although many
still do not do this. There needs to be better training of staff.”
“A massive increase in sound and other things that affect the
sensory system in sensitive people has made it more difficult
for people like me to access museums and heritage sites. The
push to be “all singing and all dancing” to try and attract people
who ordinarily wouldn’t visit such places has made them more
inaccessible to people like me who have always visited. The
concept of some museums being completely open plan and
filling that with sound once an hour for 15 minutes is not a
good model and should be avoided.”

Appendix A: Additional comments
by respondents
General
“I salute all venues that make the time, spare no expense and continue with,
and improve their efforts to include me.”
“It’s good. But I worry that it’s not sustainable. We are heading for serious
economic times, and ways of making access sustainable concerns me.”

Who is doing it well?
We didn’t specifically ask respondents to name specific museums or heritage
sites, but a few chose to tell us anyway:
“The

Wellcome Collection seem to be the leader on how it should be done
right now.”
“We had a really positive experience at Speke Hall (National Trust) with a
costumed interpreter who made a special effort with my dad, talking to
him and using a torch to highlight details of the interior and architecture.
Often museum staff can be uncomfortable with disability and choose to
speak directly to the carer. My dad felt really valued and treated as an equal
because of that costume interpreter.”
“National Museum Cardiff are an inspiration and are helping us make it
possible to take people to enjoy the exhibits. Greater interactions with
charities and partnerships will lead to greater understanding.”
“It has been a great experience at the Devil’s Porridge Museum. Either being
at the museum or there for an event. Staff were great, welcoming and
friendly. They always give me all information I need.”

Feedback also showed that there are lots of areas that need
improvement:
“Step-free access can sometimes be so inaccessible that I require both a
carer and staff assistance. Ramps are too steep, corners too sharp, lifts
too small etc.”
“Disabled access to history and heritage is so important, and people are
missing out because our rights are seen as less important than the buildings.
Heritage has to be preserved, but that doesn’t mean it can’t be altered.”
“There needs to be much greater clarity on the part of sites as to specific
requirements and why people need the facilities they do. Too many sites
provide what is necessary for them to achieve accreditation, without
considering that people’s needs vary.”
“There needs to be much more communication and training for all staff
to ensure that disabled visitors are not treated like nuisances. Messages
need to be passed on to relevant staff. It is heart-breaking to be at a busy
admissions desk and have to explain, in front of everyone, that I may needs
to come out of an exhibition to use the toilet, and to have to repeat this
every time I go in/out because it is a different member of staff to before –
and this has happened lots of times.”
“It would be nice if there were drinking bowls and toileting facilities for guide
dogs and assistance dogs.”
“It’s 2020, please, please make your museums and heritage sites inclusive.
I’m blind but there are other people who have other disabilities. Make
the society more equal by considering our needs when designing your
experiences. Don’t try to fit it all at the end, it won’t work. It never does!”

“I sometimes feel access is seen in terms of wheelchair users and those who
have sensory impairments. I have a mobility impairment and live with severe
chronic pain; it would be great to have improved seating and more seating in
museums and heritage sites, plus accessible parking which is near the front
of the facility of at the very least, at a location which gives good access to
the site.”
“More awareness of invisible disability and polite notices to ask non-disabled
people not to use disabled facilities.”
“Accessibility is still very much centred around physical needs, this is still
very much reflected in legislation. There is a small change attitudinally and
increased awareness… of invisible disabilities. This I feel, can largely be
attributed to wider awareness by the general public, aided by initiatives such
as the Sunflower Lanyard Scheme. This can bring its own set of problems
though, by conflating invisible disabilities and treating us as a homogenised
‘other’.”
“Accessible events for ASD changed our visiting experience immeasurably.
It means we go to museums again and enjoy it.”
“Have had situations where staff doubt why I need a companion as my
disability is invisible.”
“Places with the best access statements for Autism have clearly created
them in conjunction with people who really know what issues we face –
e.g. mentioning a busy pattern on a carpet as something to be aware of.
When I see that a traditional museum that I want to visit, is closed for x years
for renovations I am deeply concerned as to whether it will be accessible
to me when it reopens or whether it will be inaccessible because new
interactive displays and noise etc will make it intolerable to be in the space.”

Appendix B: about the survey
The survey was online between 6 April 2020 and 30 June 2020.
It was promoted through social media, email newsletter and through
museums and heritage sites and other sector organisations across the UK.
There was a Large Print version in Word, a Welsh-language version, a BSL
video introduction and offer of BSL interpreter support.
110 people took the survey. Four responses were filtered out because the
respondent had not visited a museum or heritage site within the previous
12 months.
Respondents were invited to complete the survey as

• someone who uses access facilities or support (60%)
• a companion, carer or personal assistant to someone who uses access
facilities or support (38%)

• both (11%)

The median age of the 106 respondents was 46. (In mid-2019, the median
age in the UK population was 40.3 years).3
69% of respondents were female, 25% male and 1% non-binary. 5% did not
provide gender information.
Respondents came from all regions and nations of the UK: East Midlands
(5%), East of England (4%), London (19%), North East England (4%), North
West England (10%), Northern Ireland (1%), Scotland (8%), South East
England (16%), South West England (4%), Wales (16%), West Midlands (7%),
Yorkshire (7%).

How frequently did respondents visit museums and
heritage sites in the past 12 months?

Our respondents are far more frequent visitors than is typical.
According to DCMS Taking Part 2018–19: of those who had visited a museum
or gallery in the previous 12 months:

• around 1% visited at least once a week.
• 8% once a month.
• 33% 3–4 times a year.
• 57% 1 or 2 times a year.
The figures for heritage sites was:

• around 4% visited at least once a week.
• 19% once a month.
• 39% 3–4 times a year.
• 37% 1 or 2 times a year.
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blind and visually impaired visitors.
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your offer to new audiences.
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